
Celebrating Past Pupils of Art and Design

• The following past pupils selected Art for GCSE and A Level

• Some select Art and Design as one of their A Level choices for 
entry into University or Further Education.

• Choose ART & Be Happy



Rory Durnin
Architect

Why study art and design?

For me, art and design was a lesson I 
looked forward to; a chilled out
environment which allowed me to be 
creative, and where I had the freedom 
to work on any topic or medium I was 
interested in.

It also helped to improve my wellbeing 
and reduce stress during A Level.

No matter what field you see yourself 
working in, studying art and design will 
develop your creativity, innovation and 
critical thinking skills, making you 
better equipped for work and life in 
general.

Degree

I studied Architecture at Newcastle 
University, and am currently enrolled in 
a Masters in Architecture there.

100% A2 Art & Design



Rory Quigg Illustrator
• I’ve loved drawing and art since I was young 

and always knew I’d like to work at something 
creative later in life. I believe studying art at 
GCSE and A level really helped me improve my 
skills and I gained a lot of knowledge and 
confidence from my teachers! Having feedback 
and someone to help guide has actually helped
a lot in my career and helped get me ready for 
University and running my own business.

• I didn’t actually use my illustration skills much 
while studying at St. Columb’s and focused 
more on fine art. But I knew it was the path I 
wanted to go down, so I’d definitely say the 
earlier you start to practice, the better, and 
GCSE and A level are a great place to start.



Rory Quigg Illustrator
After 6th form I went to NWRC to study foundation art and build a 
portfolio to apply to university in Belfast. I focused mainly on graphic 
design and illustration and studied this the following year at Ulster 
University, Belfast, graduating in 2015.

I now am a self employed illustrator and focus mostly on 
commissioned pieces for customers and have a small studio space 
in Belfast. I also create illustrated prints that are sold online and in 
stores in Northern Ireland and have worked with Belfast City 
Council and illustration agency Usfolk, who represent local and 
international Illustrators.”



As a student who thoroughly enjoyed Art & Design at school I 
believe there are many benefits to selecting it for GCSE & A 
Level. Not only did it give me a break from the written 
subjects I studied but it equipped me with skills which were 
useful when I went on to study Product & Furniture Design in 
University of Ulster, Belfast. Art & design allowed me to build 
a strong portfolio, helping me get a place on the course I 
wanted. A lot of the techniques and mediums we were taught 
to use in GCSE and A level were used during my time at 
university which gave me a head start. Most of these 
techniques I still use today working as a professional tattoo 
artist in my studio, Black Swan Tattoo Studio

Marty Green



Marty Green Professional Tattoo Artist 



Marty Green 
Professional Tattoo Artist 



Calum O’Kane Automative & Transport Design

I am currently a final year student at Coventry University studying Automotive and Transport Design.  

My thesis and focus this year is working in the naval sector (yachts).

Art and Design is a subject in which you can truly express yourself in several ways and explore who you are as a person. 

I discovered this through my journey studying GCSE and A-Level Art and Design. I realised that my talents weren’t hidden in 
classic pencil rendered images such as portrait sketching or animal rendering, they lay in the ‘design’ aspect of the subject. 

I enjoyed using Photoshop and creating graphical images. 



Calum O’Kane Senior Designer – Yacht Design
I was a designer instead of an artist and it was Art and 
Design that taught me to embrace that. Art and Design 
is not about the ‘painting a pretty picture’, that’s the 
misconception I had before I studied the subject, it is 
about enjoying your passion for creating something 
extraordinary from a blank canvas. The staff are really 
encouraging and will help you no matter what design 
route you decide to take, I couldn’t recommend a 
better team to support you to grow as an artist/ 
designer. 

Below is my most recent project of a 110m private 
yacht.

Summer 2022
Awarded First Class 
Honours Degree 
inAutomotive and 
Transport Design 

Congratulations 
Calum



JUDE MC CANDLESS



JUDE
MC CANDLESS



JUDE MC CANDLESS

Summer 2022
Awarded First Class Honours Degree in
Graphic Design and Illustration 

Congratulations Jude 



Attending St. Columb’s College from 2009-2016, GCSE
and A-Level Art are undoubtedly the subjects that
mainly shaped my time there and played a huge role in
paving the path for my future. It was there I found my
passion for painting and drawing, and the motivation
from our teachers helped me realise that there is so
many possibilities for a future and career in Art.

‘Down the Point’ (2021) soft pastel on paper ‘Studio Still Life’ (2021) oil on aluminium

Liam Bradley Professional Artist
After achieving a distinction in Art &
Design at NWRC, I moved to London
to do BA in Painting at Camberwell
College of Arts (UAL).

Based in the up and coming areas of
Peckham/Camberwell, I took part in
and co-curated numerous exhibitions
across SE London to great success-
showing in Copeland Gallery, CGP
Gallery, Safehouse 1 & 2.

Install shot of ‘Merge’
at CGP Gallery (2019)

A2 Art and Design



In 2020 I returned home to Derry. Wanting
to continue the sense of community that
was so present at art college from working
alongside like minded artists in the same
space, myself and 3 other Derry based
artists started a small collective and began
a studio in Pump St. in the city centre.

The studio ran from October 2020-
September 2021 to great success,
culminating in three solo painting
exhibitions at Wild Tulips Gallery, Derry
curated by Anne-Marie McKee.

Shot of studio space on Pump St. (2021)
‘Briney’s Curtain’, (2021) acrylic on canvas

In August 2021, myself and artist Jude 
McCandless undertook a large mural 
commissioned by Tinney’s Bar. The work 
consisted of a blown up image of the 
factory woman of Tillie & Henderson’s-
an important part of the history and 
culture of Derry that Tinney’s wanted to 
preserve.

Liam Bradley Professional Artist



Opening night of my show ‘LIVING ROOM’ at Wild 
Tulips Gallery 

Liam Bradley 
Professional Artist



Matthew Spence  Pharmacist

My name is Matthew and I’m a Pharmacist currently completing my pre-
registration year at Colhoun’s Chemist in Strabane. I attended The 
College from 2010 to 2017, after which I spent four years at Queens 
studying my MPharm. When I started in the college, I wasn’t particularly 
good at drawing or sketching, though I always enjoyed and looked 
forward to Art class, as it was always a nice way to take a break from 
some of the more traditional “head in the book subjects,” like biology 
and chemistry.
I was always a keen photographer and I always enjoyed taking photos, 
using different types and styles of film, black and white, and of course, 
digital photography. Over the course of my time at the College, I had the 
opportunity, through studying art and design, to explore different types 
of photography and present my work in different ways. I took photos of 
everything: from portraits, to landscapes, to even entirely abstract 
photography focusing on the environment around me. I also got to 
spend a lot of time learning how to edit using Adobe Photoshop and 
Lightroom. I often experimented with different colours and tones, and 
how these affected the mood and feeling the photographs conveyed. 



So, if you are on the fence, considering Art & 
Design for GCSE or A-Level – my advice is do it –
not only will you develop an extensive range of 
creative skills, you’ll advance your technical skills as 
well – and have fun doing it.

A lot of my work was displayed on the walls around 
the college - down near the cafeteria and on the 
corridor up towards the Link. Of course, 
photography is only part of what you could do with 
art and design. If you choose GCSE or A-level art, 
you’ll get to experiment with variety of different 
media; clay pottery, tonal pencil sketches, chalk, oil 
pastels, and paints - and you’ll learn how to tie 
those different aspects together with your overall 
theme.

Matthew Spence  Pharmacist



Miceal Sammon Musician
• I think you should choose art for GCSE &/or A level. For me Art 

and Design was an escape, where I could create while also 
gaining worthwhile qualifications! Particularly during A level 
we were given the freedom to work independently, which for 
me was a great escape from my other A levels which were 
much more class room / book learning based. 

• I loved the fact I could choose what my portfolio would look 
like and I had amazing guidance and support from the 
teachers and staff in the Art department. 

• When I left the College I went on to study music in Liverpool 
Hope University where I got first class honours in my degree. 

• I am currently working as a freelance musician and instrument 
tutor in Liverpool. I perform and write music with my band, 
play trombone with The Liverpool Philharmonic Youth 
Orchestra and also work as a recording session musician. 

• Art was a valuable experience for me, I have many great 
memories in the department and still paint in my spare time! 

• (You's are probably better than me though!!) 



Why choose Art at GCSE / A Level?

Studying art and design helps to 
create a great foundation for 
whatever you want to do afterwards. 
The transferable skills you'll gain, 
such as creativity, analysis, problem 
solving and fine attention to detail 
complement a range of other 
subjects and careers.

Further Education
Since leaving St. Columb’s College I 
completed a diploma in International 
Travel & Tourism. 
I then completed a bachelor's 
degree in International Business 
Management. 

Nathan Mc Eneff
School Outreach Co-ordinator Partnership 
Manager with a company called Junk Kouture.

What am I doing 
now?

I am working as the 
school outreach co-
ordinator / partnership 
manager with a 
company called Junk 
Kouture. We work in 
sustainable youth 
fashion and run a 
competition every year 
for students aged 13-
18 which challenges 
them to create designs 
from 100% recycled 
material. It is great to 
see some of the 
fantastic designs these 
students create from 
junk, I have attached 
some so use can have a 
look and hopefully will 
get to see some of use 
involved in the next 
few years. Having that 
interest in fashion and 
doing Art in school is 
one of the reasons I am 
working for this 
company today.



Thomas Thompson - Scientist 
• Why study Art and Design?

• Degree – Queen’s University 
Belfast

• MPharm (Masters in Pharmacy)

• PhD (Doctor of Philosophy)

• Research Fellow (Scientist) 
specialising in infectious 
diseases

• Study bacteria in microbiology 
lab

• Study genomics using 
bioinformatics

• Sequence COVID variants

• Locum pharmacist on weekend 

• Art helped me appreciate the importance of observation
and interpretation. It helped me tap into that essential
creative side when designing an experiment or tackling a
research question.

• Working with microbes in a lab was surprisingly similar to
looking after my clay pieces! Lab incubators even remind
me of kilns!

• Aside from that it gave me as a scientist a very unique
background most people cant believe I’ve done A-level Art,
it makes you a more balanced person.

• In an era of misinformation, being able to present complex
data in a clear aesthetic form had not been more
information and Art has helped a lot with that.



Corey Mc Gillion The Irish Army

I left St. Columb’s College in 2014, after receiving my A-Level results.

I choose to study Art and Design at GCSE level. I thought it would be a good chance to break 
the routine of the more book heavy subjects and it was a subject I really enjoyed. I was then 
shown that it was more than just paper and pencil. I really got into graphic design and used a 
lot of spray paint and stencils in my final pieces, which resulted in achieving an A at GCSE.

When choosing my A-Levels I struggled because I wasn’t sure of my career path and whether I 
should to go to Uni. or not. I wanted to keep my options open, so I decided to select Art and 
Design for A2 as it was a subject I enjoyed at GCSE and also because I was sure if I spent the 
time on it, I would be guaranteed the  points for University - while also taking away the 
pressure of a big final exam at the end of the year with the more course work based syllabus. 

I completed A Level in Art and achieved a grade C, with that and 
the other subjects I chose gave me enough points to apply for Uni. 
Instead I applied for the Irish Army and on the day of receiving my 
results I also received my acceptance email. I chose the army 
although I’ll always have the University points if needed. I’ve been 
in the army since 2014 with one mission to South Lebannon, and 
currently undertaking the promotion process to become a 
Corporal which is due to end in January.



Jack Thompson Intensive Care & Anesthetics Consultant 
• Currently I am living in Newcastle upon Tyne after studying 

medicine at Queens, Belfast. I've specialised in intensive 
care medicine and Anesthetics and been working for the 
past year or so with some of the sickest patients in the 
hospital. 

• I really enjoyed doing Art and Design for GCSE and A Level 
and really happy that I selected it. It was great for helping to 
distress with my other subjects and was a welcome change 
to studying more scientific subjects. It was great to be 
supported by all the teachers and staff and I had loads of 
fun doing it, especially during A Level. For those who are 
more academic minded, I think it's a great GCSE and A-Level 
that you can have a much better control over your grade, if 
you're happy to put the work in. 

• For me personally, it's been great as I still do some art to 
help distress and have a way to escape from things. I've also 
added some photos of my A level pieces and some stuff I've 
done after leaving school. 

• Thanks so much for reaching out! Nice to hear from back 
home. Hope that's enough info for you! 

• Thanks, Jack 


